AI that makes you AWARE of your business.
Use your cameras to optimize your business.

☐ Cutting Edge AI at your fingertips
Personalized algorithms and cutting edge means you're using the technology funded by DARPA - the guys who invented the internet.

☐ No additional people required
No need to hire people to look at screens all day. We provide you everything you need using our AI algorithms. We deliver you hourly, daily, weekly reports so you can dynamically optimize your business.

☐ Built off of your existing camera system
Vidrovr is sensor agnostic plug in any camera you want and let AWARE go to work for you.

Understand how people interact with your business.
- Localize people, objects, and events to understand complex interactions.
- Gain novel insights to drive safety, simplify compliance, and streamline logistics.

Analyze your physical business, discover how you can improve performance.
- Understand how your business is performing in a complex physical environment.
- Optimize your space to improve business performance.
- Find where your customers are spending the most time trying to buy your goods.

Enable knowledge sharing across your organization.
- Share insights and knowledge across your organization based on data collected in the physical world.
- Find and dynamically share video and audio based on business function and for compliance.

Email: contact@vidrovr.com
Phone: 415-652-2388